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Abstract: Single-point incremental forming (SPIF) has emerged as a time-efficient approach that offers increased material formability compared to conventional sheet-metal forming techniques. However, the physical interaction between the forming tool and the sheet poses challenges, such as tool wear and formability limits. This study introduces a novel sheet-forming technique called contactless single-point incremental forming (CSPIF), which uses hot compressed air as a deformation tool, eliminating the requirement for physical interaction between the sheet and a rigid forming tool. In this study, a polycarbonate sheet was chosen as the case-study material and subjected to the developed CSPIF. The experiments were carried out at an air temperature of 160 °C, air pressure of 1 bar, a nozzle speed of 750 mm/min, and a step-down thickness of 0.75 mm. A Schlieren setup and a thermal camera were used to visualize the motion of the compressed hot air as it traveled from the nozzle to the sheet. The results showed that the CSPIF technique allowed for the precise shaping of the polycarbonate sheet with minimal springback. However, minor deviations from the designed profile were observed, primarily at the starting point of the nozzle, which can be attributed to the bending effects of the sample. In addition, the occurrence of sheet thinning and material buildup on the deformed workpiece was also observed. The average surface roughness (Ra) of the deformed workpiece was measured to be 0.2871 microns.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, the manufacturing industry has seen significant changes driven by the growing need for product customization and the integration of Industry 4.0 technologies. 3D printing, a key Industry 4.0 technology, has revolutionized work processes and increased the demand for advanced manufacturing techniques, especially for small-batch custom products. One crucial process for small to medium-sized customized sheet-material production is single-point incremental forming (SPIF) [1]. This cost-effective technology allows for the creation of highly customized shapes and components in a single step from metal sheets, without the need for dedicated dies. SPIF, utilizing computer numerically controlled (CNC) technology, offers high precision and accuracy, enabling the production of complex shapes with reduced lead time and low forming forces, resulting in high formability. These advantages align perfectly with the adaptable and flexible manufacturing processes required by Industry 4.0 [2].

Since its introduction in Matsubara labs in Japan by Leszak et al. [3], single-point incremental forming (SPIF) has seen significant advancements and widespread adoption in various industries. Notably, it plays a crucial role in aerospace, where it achieves precision shaping of Ti–6Al–4V alloy [4,5], in automotive manufacturing for customized parts...
from steel and aluminum alloys [6], and in the medical field for biomedical implant production [7]. SPIF, however, presents challenges, including elastic springback, which can compromise geometric precision and final component shape. Material thinning during sheet forming can also reduce product precision, but optimizing parameters like feed rate, tool path, and tool speed can enhance shape precision, minimize defects, and improve geometry accuracy [8]. The use of edge stiffeners [9] and multistage incremental forming [10,11] can further enhance precision. Another issue is poor surface finish, impacting aesthetics and mechanical properties due to the incremental nature of the process. Surface quality depends on factors such as spindle speed, forming tool radius, vertical increment, and feeding rate. Taguchi methods can help optimize settings and identify key factors affecting surface roughness [12]. High tool wear is a significant limitation, caused by repeated tool–material contact, leading to increased costs due to frequent replacements. Reducing tool wear in SPIF involves adjusting sheet-metal properties, optimizing process parameters, and using coolants and lubricants [13–15].

In SPIF research, the initial focus has been on metallic materials, but there is now growing interest in exploring other materials like polymers, thermoplastics, and composites. Shifting from metals to polymers shows promise for future SPIF technology development [16]. These materials, although challenging to shape, have diverse applications, and SPIF provides a solution to traditional polymer processing problems. Furthermore, SPIF’s mold-free process allows the cost-effective production of small batches and unique parts [17]. Additionally, localized deformations by SPIF enable the creation of objects from a variety of thermoplastics, from polyethylene [18] to polycarbonate, all at ambient temperatures [19].

During SPIF of polymers, heat is often used to reduce the strength, which can enhance the formability of brittle polymers using various heating methods. These methods raise the forming temperature of the metal and thermoplastic sheets [20,21]. For example, Ambriegio et al. [22] employed a similar heating system for forming PMMA sheets using ISF. On the other hand, Conte et al. [23] used a 2 kW heater within an insulated chamber within a refractory-coated metallic structure Okada et al. [24] employed a halogen lamp to heat and deform a thermoplastic CFRP sheet, while in another study a heating coil is used to heat a PC sheet of an SPIF process [25].

In SPIF of polymers, three main failure modes can occur. First, there can be an in-plane fracture caused by ductile tearing, where the inclined wall meets the corner of the formed part in the circumferential direction because of the stress buildup. Second, wrinkles can form adjacent to the inclined wall of the formed part near the corner due to twisting of the workpiece due to the solid forming tool [19]. It was found that the SPIF of polymers has a more pronounced springback than metals [26]. Durante et al. [19] showed that the tool design affects the amount of springback in the forming process, while the toolpath strategy does not have a significant effect. Bagudanch et al. [27] found that applying heat to the workpiece after forming reduces springback. Decreasing the initial drawing angle, increasing the original sheet thickness, and reducing the step size can also decrease springback.

Achieving a satisfactory surface finish in polymer-forming processes, similar to SPIF in metal forming, faces challenges due to springback in polymer sheets and the incremental SPIF process. Lubricants like grease and liquid types reduce tool friction, enhancing surface quality. Forming settings, such as spindle speed and tool parameters, influence material roughness [28]. A roller ball tool can also improve surface finish [29], especially at lower temperatures. Tool material, geometry, and paths also impact surface quality [30].

Despite polymer SPIF advancements, issues like geometric precision, wrinkling, tool wear, and rough surfaces persist due to tool-polymer interaction. To combat tool wear, Water Jet Incremental Sheet Forming (WJISF) emerges, originating from water jet cutting. This is promising for automotive, micro-electronics, medical, and aerospace industries, requiring a multi-axial machine and pressure pump. Environmentally friendly with water
recycling and no lubricants, WJISF warrants more research in terms of complex shapes and different alloys [31].

This research aimed to develop another contactless single-point incremental forming, which uses hot compressed air as a deforming tool without any physical contact. The goal of this process is to eliminate the physical interaction between the tool and the polymeric material, therefore reducing defects and lowering the cost of rigid tool production and lubricants. The experimental findings, deformation behavior, and workability of this new process are evaluated using polycarbonate as a demonstration material, and its design is described.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design of the Contactless Incremental Point Forming

The hot-air contactless single-point incremental forming process is based on traditional single-point incremental forming, but with a difference—it uses pressured hot air rather than a rigid tool. In the traditional SPIF process, a clamping mechanism is used to hold the polymer or metal sheet securely in place. The material is then deformed using a rigid forming tool, which is driven by a control system to move along a predetermined path and shape the sheet into the desired form. Figure 1b shows a schematic of the contactless single-point incremental forming process. Similar to traditional SPIF, a clamping frame is used to clamp the workpiece. A nozzle supplied with a controlled-temperature hot-air nozzle is used to deform the workpiece according to the programmed CNC code.

The design of the HASPIF setup involves several key components, including five-bar air compressors, an in-line air and gas heater pipe, a PID temperature controller, a single-phase SSR, a 5 mm hose, an electric vacuum, and a 3D coordinate controller, which is implemented using a 3D printer setup; see Figure 1b,c. All these elements are essential in ensuring the smooth and efficient operation of the system. For example, the 3D coordinate controller setup is used to control the movement and speed of the nozzle, while a specially built steel fixture is used to clamp the sheet in place and prevent material flow into the forming area. Additionally, the air compressor is linked to the in-line gas heater pipe through an 8.5 mm hose and provides compressed air to the heater, which in turn heats the air and maintains a consistent temperature using a thermocouple and SSR relay connected to the PID temperature controller. The inlet of the heater is connected to the hose through a 3/4” female × 3/8” push fit, and the thermocouple is attached at the exit of the heater for hot-air temperature measurement. The electric connection of the heater and the thermocouple is managed by the SSR relay, which is connected to the temperature controller to maintain the required temperature. Finally, a stainless-steel nozzle, with a 33 mm inlet diameter and 5 mm outlet diameter, has been designed and implemented at the outlet of the heater to further regulate the flow of air and gas.

2.2. Nozzle Design and Manufacturing

The aim of the nozzle design is to develop a nozzle that can apply pressure to a polymer material without having physical contact with it. This is crucial because direct contact can negatively affect the polymer’s quality. To attain this objective, the nozzle must generate a precisely controlled flow of pressurized air, producing a force on the polymer material while avoiding direct contact. Additionally, the nozzle must be able to manage the elevated temperatures and pressures that come with delivering pressurized air from a compressor and air heater. To meet this requirement, the nozzle needs to be made of moderate-temperature materials like alloy steel.
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic diagram of CSIPF, (b) The experimental setup, (c) The air nozzle in operation. Video: https://www.dropbox.com/s/w0n4n3narl0dgvi/Contact-less%20SPIF.mp4?dl=0 (accessed on: 1 September 2023).
SolidWorks was used to create the CAD model of the nozzle, which included the reducer, the inlet, and the outlet, see Figure 2a. The nozzle has been specifically designed to accommodate a thermocouple, which enables the measurement of the high-temperature compressed air flowing through the nozzle. To facilitate the attachment of the thermocouple, a small aperture has been created on the upper side of the nozzle, beneath the thread that runs from the outer chamber to the inner chamber. The hole was then sealed to create a pathway for the thermocouple to reach the inlet of the nozzle. This design allowed for the accurate measurement and management of the temperature of the hot compressed air at the inlet of the nozzle. The ability to measure the temperature provided valuable information about the inlet temperature of the hot air that is used to deform the polymer sheet.

Figure 2. (a) CAD design of the nozzle, (b) 3D-printed steel nozzle.

The alloy steel nozzle was produced using a metal laser powder bed fusion printer (Concept Laser-M2 cusing). The 3D metal printer has a continuous wave ytterbium fiber laser with a nominal laser power of 200 W. The built chamber is maintained in a controlled argon atmosphere, ensuring a safe and controlled environment during the 3D printing. The material used in the fabrication process was the gas-atomized steel powders from Concept Laser. The fabricated nozzle is shown in Figure 2b.

2.3. Sheet Material

The polymeric material for this project was Lexan® 9030 polycarbonate (PC) with dimensions of 205 mm length, 170 mm width, and 0.75 mm thickness. As depicted in Table 1, the properties of this PC sheet boast high impact resistance, transparency, and temperature stability. To fully comprehend the behavior of the PC sheet under varying temperatures, stress and strain curves were analyzed from room temperature to 160 °C. These curves, which demonstrate the correlation between temperature and mechanical properties of the PC sheet, were sourced from previous research studies [32,33]. The literature shows that, at temperatures that exceed the glass transition temperature threshold, strain hardening disappears. As a result, a forming temperature of 160 °C was utilized for the CSPIF process.
Table 1. Properties of Lexan® 9030 polycarbonate (PC) [32,33].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus (Gpa)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress (Mpa)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum elongation</td>
<td>110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>0.2 (W/m.°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The path, shaped like a truncated pyramid, was created using consecutive parallel loops. It commenced with a 152 mm × 120 mm rectangle in the initial loop. Each loop rectangle decreases by 5 mm from each side and concludes with a 62 mm × 30 mm rectangle in the last loop, with each loop step-down of 0.75 mm. As illustrated in Figure 3b, the initial trajectory follows a straight path in both clockwise directions, denoted as “1” and “2”, until it returns to its starting point. Subsequently, it shifts along the x and z-axis, as indicated by direction “3”, before proceeding in “4” direction along the y-axis to initiate the subsequent descent. This movement pattern continues until the last path.

2.4. Process Parameters

The contactless process of deformation relied on five parameters, including air pressure, air temperature, nozzle speed, the gap between the nozzle and the polymer sheet, and step-down thickness, which are outlined in Table 2. These parameter choices were influenced by the most efficient parameters used in the conventional SPIF process, particularly the feed rate and step-down, in conjunction with those relevant to the new tool. Additionally, new parameters, including air pressure, air temperature, and initial gap, were introduced through experimental determination to optimize the performance of the newly implemented hot compressed air tool.
The process began with the activation of the air heater and the adjustment of its temperature to 160 °C, as specified by the controller. The air compressor was then turned on to deliver compressed air with a pressure of 1 bar to an 8.5 mm plastic hose. One end of the hose was attached to the air compressor and the other end was attached to the air heater. As the compressed air flowed through the heating element inside the heater, it was heated to the required temperature. The hot compressed air was then directed to the nozzle located at the outlet of the heater. When the nozzle was used, it increased the velocity of the air, which resulted in an increased forming force and the concentration of pressure in a specific area of the polycarbonate sheet. This prevented the occurrence of friction force that could have resulted from the use of a conventional tool tip during the deformation process. Using compressed air as the forming force instead of a solid tool significantly reduced the risk of surface fractures or wear tracks on the polycarbonate.

### 2.5. Visualization of the Air Flow

An RS T-10 smart thermal camera was used to capture the thermal images and compare the result of the temperature that heated the nozzle itself with the value of the temperature on the PC sheet during the deformation. Conversely, A Z-type Schlieren setup was employed to visualize the airflow from the nozzle to the polymer sheet [34]. It comprised two concave mirrors, a spotlight serving as the light source, and a razor edge; see Figure 4. In addition, the setup included a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera. The red lines in the setup indicate the light emitted from the LED pinhole; the blue lines indicate the parallel lights between the mirrors; and the green light represents the light that reaches the focal point.

![Figure 4. The Schlieren setup.](image-url)
The Schlieren setup was utilized to observe the motion of the hot compressed air as it traveled from the nozzle to the polymer sheet. The configuration of the system was such that the hot compressed reducer was positioned in the center, the nozzle was directed downwards, and the camera was equipped with a 100 mm micro lens. To attain optimal image quality, the Schlieren system underwent calibration using a high-density gradient-producing candle. To enhance the image, the light and razor edge were positioned at one focal length from the mirror direction. The camera was positioned beneath the razor edge. A gap of 6 mm was maintained as the hot compressed air was expelled from the nozzle towards the polymer sheet. The temperature and pressure of the hot air inside the nozzle were found at 160 °C and 1 bar, respectively. The camera was positioned in such a way that it captured the movement of the hot air as it emerged from the nozzle and made contact with the sheet below it.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Forming Force and Air Thermal Flow

The airflow from the compressed air nozzle has a significant impact on the proposed forming process. The high-pressure air coming out of the nozzle creates a thrust that is used to deform the PC (polycarbonate) sheet. The axial ($z$-axis) force during the incremental forming process was measured by calculating the value of the air pressure and the affected area on the PC sheet. The pressure input of the nozzle was adjusted at 1 bar, and the affected area was determined using the results of the thermal and Schlieren images. Based on the affected area, the forming force was calculated to be 2.17 N, which is a rather small amount, taking into account the inlet pressure. However, this small forming force is sufficient to deform a polycarbonate sheet when combined with an elevated temperature. The results of the thermal image shown in Figure 5a show that the temperature-affected area diameter was equal to 18.67 mm (an area equal to 273.77 mm$^2$) while the pressure zone diameter from the Schlieren image was equal to 5.26 mm (an area equal to 21.73 mm$^2$) in Figure 5b in an open-air system, the pressure drops significantly right after the air leaves the nozzle tip. However, the temperature does not decrease at the same rate, which results in variations in the affected areas measured by the thermal camera and those by the Schlieren. Figure 5b shows the hot compressed air flow coming out of the nozzle. Moreover, the affected area on the sheet from the air is obvious. As a result, the diameter of the affected area on the sheet is equal to 6 mm when comparing that area with the outlet diameter of the nozzle (5 mm).

3.2. Geometric Profile of the PC Workpiece

The precision and accuracy of the deformed workpiece fabricated using the proposed contactless incremental forming technique were determined using a Mitutoyo coordinate measuring machine, the Euro-CA776 (CMM), with an accuracy of $(1.7 + 0.3 L/100)$ μm. The measuring strategy employed involved sensing discrete points using a trigger probe positioned along the cross-section of the workpiece, from one edge to the other. The coordinates for each point were determined from both the top and bottom sides. The top-side measurements provided the profile data, while measurements of the bottom side were used to calculate the sheet thickness on the surface. The CMM was used to calculate the profile and thickness of the deformed part and compare it to the target geometry.

Figure 6 illustrates the comparison between the CAD drawing and the measured profile after being fabricated using CSPIF. The CAD drawing profile data were obtained using SolidWorks by generating a G-code of the path from the edge to the middle. To ensure the validity of the results, the profiles obtained through experimentation were measured by scanning the workpiece using a CMM, eliminating any unclamping and cooling errors and ensuring an accurate assessment of the precision of the proposed method.
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Figure 5. Airflow using (a) thermal camera, (b) the Schlieren method.

3.2. Geometric Profile of the PC Workpiece

The precision and accuracy of the deformed workpiece fabricated using the proposed contactless incremental forming technique were determined using a Mitutoyo coordinate (a) (b).

Figure 6. Comparison between CAD drawing and deformed PC workpiece using CIPF technique. (a) Deflection at the base of the shape (b) Deflection near the center of the shape.
As shown in Figure 6, observations made before unclamping revealed minimal spring-back at the base of the pyramid and a pillow effect in the center. The results suggest that the CIPF system can deform polycarbonate sheets accurately. The obtained profile formed at 160 °C closely resembles the CAD design drawing profile, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed technology.

Additionally, the bending effect at the nozzle starting point produces a deviation from the ideal profile as the PC sheet is being deformed. This deviation between the digital model and the deformed workpiece or the error in manufacturing has a significant impact on the final product’s quality and accuracy, especially when working with precision parts [35,36]. To mitigate these effects, it is crucial to consider the fixture design, nozzle placement, and the starting position of the nozzle thermal when performing the deformation process. Moreover, the use of the RS T-10 smart camera enabled the monitoring of the temperature distribution during the deformation process, which was crucial to understanding the reasons behind the deviation from the ideal profile. The temperature reached a maximum of 205 °C at the overlapped areas, where the heat tails intersected, highlighting the significance of temperature control in the deformation process; see Figure 7. Proper consideration of fixture design, nozzle placement, and starting position of the nozzle is essential to prevent overlapping and minimize deviation from the desired profile.

Figure 7. Temperature tail at the (a) First path and (b) Last path with tail overlapping. S, H, and C represent surrounding, hot and cold spots, respectively.

### 3.3. Thickness Distribution

The thickness distributions of both the CAD design and experimental results are depicted in Figure 8, with the data collected from the edge to the center of the workpiece. The thickness was calculated using Equation (1). The values of X, Y, and Z displacements were determined using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) on both the workpiece bottom and top surfaces. The theoretical thickness distribution was derived through the application of the sine law, as expressed in Equation (2), which was found to be useful in determining the workpiece thickness, according to the study by Cao et al. [37] on the ISF (incremental single forming) process. The measurements were taken at 18 different locations, as shown in Figure 8a.

\[
t = \sqrt{(x_1 - x_2)^2 + (y_1 - y_2)^2 + (z_1 - z_2)^2}
\]  

(1)
where \( t \) is the polymeric sheet thickness, \( x_1, y_1, \) and \( z_1 \) are the top surface route node coordinates, and \( x_2, y_2, \) and \( z_2 \) are the bottom surface path node coordinates.

![Figure 8](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 8.** (a) Experimental thickness distribution between the top and bottom surfaces, (b) Schematic diagram of sine law.

The sine law equation, which gives an estimate of the actual thickness of the sheet based on the original thickness, is used to obtain the theoretical thickness distribution, as shown in the following equation:

\[
f = t_0 \times \sin((\pi/2) - \alpha)
\]  

(2)

The thickness of the workpiece, represented by \( f \), can be determined using Equation (2), where \( t_0 \) represents the workpiece’s initial thickness and \( \alpha \) is the wall angle, as illustrated in Figure 8b. The percentage thinning was proportional to the formability of the polymer sheets [38].

\[
\text{Percentage Thinning} = \frac{(\text{Initial Thickness} - \text{Thickness})}{\text{Initial Thickness}}
\]  

(3)

The equation was introduced by Hussain and Gao [39] in their previous paper, which focused on determining the thickness distribution in SPIF. A similar method was adopted by Lu et al. [40] to calculate the theoretical thickness in double-sided ISF. Tolipov et al. [41] also confirmed the effectiveness of this equation when estimating the thickness distribution during metal forming through their study on multi-point forming.

Sheet thinning is a typical occurrence during incremental forming. The high levels of stress experienced during the process can result in local thinning of the sheet, which can cause an uneven distribution of thickness across the workpiece. This can negatively
impact the mechanical properties and appearance of the final product. To mitigate this effect, it is crucial to have an understanding of sheet thinning and be able to predict it during the design and development stages of incremental forming. Predictive models and numerical simulations can be utilized to estimate sheet thinning and optimize the forming process for minimal impact. According to Equation (2), sheet thinning is related to the geometry depth. For a wall angle of 11.31°, the sine law predicted 0.73543 mm of sheet thinning in X along the pyramid wall. The experimental study found an average thickness of 0.745 mm with a thinning rate of 0.6%. The comparison of the measured and theoretical thickness distributions revealed a good agreement, as shown in Figure 9a. The results of the experiment indicated that the thickness of the wall decreases with an increase in forming depth, with a minimum calculated thinning of 0.73543 mm using the sine law equation and 0.7 mm from the experimental measurements.

Figure 9. Thickness distribution using the experimental and theoretical calculations showing (a) sheet thinning, (b) materials building up, and (c) thinning percentage.
It is worth noting that in addition to sheet thinning, material buildup is also a phenomenon that can occur during incremental forming; see Figure 9b. The maximum material buildup in the sample was found to be around the pyramid corner of the workpiece. This may be due to the heating and pushing process causing the material to accumulate in the bottom corner of the sheet, resulting in an increase in wall thickness by approximately 3% before returning to its initial thickness, which is also in agreement with SPIF as in [42]. Figure 9c shows how much the workpiece thinned in the new CSPIF when the wall angles were 11.31 degrees. The results showed that 6% was the most thinning that could happen.

3.4. Surface Roughness

Surface roughness is a critical property for determining the quality of a formed part’s surface. A Mitutoyo Formtracer Avant S-3000 Model Surface Roughness Tester with an accuracy of \((0.05 + 0.001 L) \mu m\) was used to assess the part’s surface finish. The effect of the hot compressed air on the final part’s quality was also assessed using the surface roughness characterization [43]. In this study, four different roughness parameters were measured: the Average Roughness (Ra) value, which is an internationally recognized parameter for measuring surface roughness and the mean departure of a profile; the root mean square (Rq) value, determined as the square root of the mean squared roughness values over the evaluation length; Rz, calculated as the average of the five highest peaks and five deepest valleys within the evaluation length, offering insights into the height of surface irregularities by accounting for both peaks and valleys; and finally, Rt, which quantifies the total height discrepancy between the highest peak and lowest valley within the evaluation length, providing an assessment of the overall height variation across the surface. All values were measured five times at the same depth and perpendicular to the forming tool movement using a 2.5 mm cut and a 12.5 mm sampling length.

The inner surface of the as-received and experimental workpieces’ surface roughness values are displayed in Table 3 and in Figure 10. The results show surface roughness Ra value increased by 0.3747 mm at the top layer, 0.0514 mm at the middle layer, and 0.1965 mm at the bottom layer when compared with the as-received surface roughness value. The minimum and maximum heights of the roughness profile Rz are obtained in the middle layer (0.5470 mm). At the bottom layer, the difference between the highest peak and the deepest valley is 0.65 mm. Wave format geometry was also noticed in the workspace due to the step size of the nozzle. These wavy surfaces magnify the values of the surface roughness compared to the original values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No</th>
<th>Ra (µm)</th>
<th>Rq (µm)</th>
<th>Rz (µm)</th>
<th>Rt (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As-received</td>
<td>0.0796</td>
<td>0.0846</td>
<td>0.1938</td>
<td>0.2441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental (top)</td>
<td>0.4543</td>
<td>0.4722</td>
<td>0.5508</td>
<td>1.5403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental (middle)</td>
<td>0.1310</td>
<td>0.1490</td>
<td>0.5470</td>
<td>1.5228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental (bottom)</td>
<td>0.2761</td>
<td>0.3067</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
<td>1.3956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.2871</td>
<td>0.3093</td>
<td>0.5833</td>
<td>1.486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were identified, namely air temperature, air pressure, speed of the moving, initial gap, and step-down. The airflow from the compressed air nozzle was found to play a crucial role in the process as it creates a thrust to deform the PC sheet. The thrust force was measured by calculating the value of the air pressure and the affected area on the PC sheet. The precision and accuracy of the deformed workpiece were determined using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and were found to have high accuracy with only modest springback and pillow effects. However, deviation from the ideal profile was observed due to the bending effect at the starting point of the nozzle and it was highlighted that proper consideration of fixture design, nozzle placement, and starting position is crucial to minimize deviation. The results also showed that sheet thinning is proportional to pyramid depth and there was good agreement between the measured and theoretical thickness distributions. Material buildup was also observed and was found to be around the pyramid corner of the workpiece. The surface roughness of the samples was also determined and found to have slightly but acceptably increased after the incremental forming due to the step-wise nature of the air nozzle. The study on the new HASPIF configuration opens up a new paradigm in sheet forming. It has shown success in deforming polycarbonate sheets and has the potential to be applied to other polymer materials and potentially metal as well. The results show that this method surpasses traditional SPIF in terms of surface quality and eliminates the need for tools and workpiece defects such as tearing and twisting.

4. Conclusions

By eliminating the need for a rigid tool and replacing it with a contactless nozzle, a new design for the CSPIF of polymers has been developed. Five key process parameters were identified, namely air temperature, air pressure, speed of the moving, initial gap, and step-down. The airflow from the compressed air nozzle was found to play a crucial role in the process as it creates a thrust to deform the PC sheet. The thrust force was measured by calculating the value of the air pressure and the affected area on the PC sheet. The precision and accuracy of the deformed workpiece were determined using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and were found to have high accuracy with only modest springback and pillow effects. However, deviation from the ideal profile was observed due to the bending effect at the starting point of the nozzle and it was highlighted that proper consideration of fixture design, nozzle placement, and starting position is crucial to minimize deviation. The results also showed that sheet thinning is proportional to pyramid depth and there was good agreement between the measured and theoretical thickness distributions. Material buildup was also observed and was found to be around the pyramid corner of the workpiece. The surface roughness of the samples was also determined and found to have slightly but acceptably increased after the incremental forming due to the step-wise nature of the air nozzle. The study on the new HASPIF configuration opens up a new paradigm in sheet forming. It has shown success in deforming polycarbonate sheets and has the potential to be applied to other polymer materials and potentially metal as well. The results show that this method surpasses traditional SPIF in terms of surface quality and eliminates the need for tools and workpiece defects such as tearing and twisting.
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